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“Martyroterapia” – a painting series of the artist Dmitri 
Zudov – is based on the legends of early Christian martyrs. 
The paintings depict female saints who were tortured and 
executed because of their faith. The oil diptychs display the 
naked bodies of the immaculate saints bigger than life-size.  
The viewer can turn a part of the diptych to expose a torture 
tool on the back side of the canvas and in doing so to “break” 
the painting. By turning the diptych back to its original form 
he or she can then “heal” the broken body of the martyr. 
Hence the name “Martyroterapia”.

Torture tools are also used as musical instruments by The 
Execution of Music, a band founded for and because of 
“Martyroterapia”. The band has created a sound installation 
“Martyroterapia” that plays as a backdrop for the exhibition. 
The trio has also composed a song for every painting and they 
perform them live at “Martyroterapia” exhibition openings, 
as well as theatres and rock clubs with some of the paintings 
always on stage.

The first “Martyroterapia” exhibition proper will be held 
in Proekt_Fabrika in Moscow, between the 17th of January 
and the 8th of February 2009. Since its inauguration in 2004 
Proekt_Fabrika has been one of the most important venues 
for contemporary art in Russia. On January their 700 m2 
exhibition space will be filled with sixteen saints on sixteen 
canvasses and sixteen stories on sixteen songs.

INTRODUCTION TO “MARTYROTERAPIA”

Above: Dmitri Zudov, “St. Anastasia”, oil on canvas, 215 x 115 cm, 2007

www.martyroterapia.com
www.proektfabrika.ru/eng/martyro erapia
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“Martyroterapia” is an interactive series of paintings, 
dedicated to one of the most violent phenomena in the history 
of Christianity, ie. the destiny of martyrs. Saints put to death 
because of their faith has been a major theme in European 
art. Traditionally the martyrs have been depicted alongside 
the very same objects they were tortured and killed. 

Dmitri Zudov is suggesting another approach – he has 
separated the saints from their torture by placing the tools to 
the backside of the paintings. The naked bodies of the martyrs 
are pictured intact on the frontsides of the large canvasses. 
The paintings have two parts – the other can be turned on its 
hinges – reminiscing an altar diptych. The wholeness of the 
painting and the martyr’s body is broken by the viewer by 
turning the hinged part and thus exposing the torture tool. 
The observer becomes a participant, as though torturing the 
martyr anew in search of proof of her martyrdom.

The works of art portraying saints have traditionally been 
strongly symbolic and have reflected the typical stylings of 
the period, but Dmitri Zudov has put all the references of 
time and space aside. There is no clothes, no accessories or 
furnishings what so ever to be seen. Naked bodies painted 
on a dark background remind of classical masterpieces. As a 
counterweight – as a modern aspect – the woman figures are 
exhibited in erotic positions.

Contrary to the traditional part given to these women – of 
a victim or a conquered lady – the artist has chosen female 
martyrs as leading characters to his work. Here the woman is 
immaculate and the torture hasn’t affected her. Rather than 
being a victim she is serene and respectable. She faces her 
torturers with closed eyes, bravely and heroicly. Her naked 
body painted on a large canvas is perfect and turns into a 
subject of admiration. The torment has been expelled to the 
backside of the painting.

The name “Martyroterapia” refers to healing by suffering. 
The viewer has an important role in the artwork – he or she 
can literally work on the appearance of the painting. Are 
these women heros or victims? How does it feel to “break” 
the painting and the woman figure? Does it give satisfaction 
to create “suffering”?  In this case the “torturer” can cancel 
the action by returning the painting to its original form 
and thus make the martyr intact again. Victims of real-life 
violence are beyond repair, beyond resurrection. The battle 
of emotions the viewer encounters before Dmitri Zudov’s 
paintings turns into a therapy from actual real-life violence.

Christine Langinauer
Translated from finnish by poesiloe of The Execution of Music

DMITRI ZUDOV’S PAINTINGS “MARTYROTERAPIA”

Above: Dmitri Zudov, “St. Barbara”, oil on canvas, 200 x 110 cm, 2008
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At the KoKo theaatre, Helsinki, 28/08/2008, photo by Dmitri Zudov
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For every painting there’s a song, for every painting there’s 
a poem – sung, read or yelled by the vocalist Juho “Poesiloe” 
Pöysti. These songs are performed by three whitefaced men 
with self-made cello- and bouzouki-like instruments and 
huge metal plates. One of these metal plates sits on a small 
platform and is used as a bass  drum by stomping, walking 
and dancing on it. The other two are hung from the ceiling 
– all kinds of bits and pieces and torture paraphernalia 
are attached to them – played by the percussionist Sami 
Eteläpää. The stringed instruments are crafted and played by 
Risto Puurunen, also the genius behind the instruments in 
his (maybe) more famous band the Cleaning Women.

The Execution of Music has also made  the sound installation 
for “Martyroterapia” that plays in the background of the 
exhibition. The music is recorded in one take to last all 
through the seven hour exhibition day so that you can’t hear 
the same part of the audio track twice in one day. The sound 
installation helps the exhibition visitor to step from the 
everyday hubbub to a different dimension of Dmitri Zudov’s 
paintings. The innocence of the martyrs is broken by the 
harsh soundscape produced with torture tools, but without 
actual torture. The swords are beaten into plowshares – or at 
least they have a new purpose  – when the Execution of Music 
beats the swords into beats (and the spears into hooks)... 

Rise and Shine Catherine!
a song for “Catherine”

Like clockworks / This machine works / Round and round / and up and down
And it’s about time / to rise and shine

It’s about time / to rise and shine
Catherine! It’s about time

Catherine! Rise and shine!
You can break the clock but the time won’t stop 

You can shake your head
but the sword won’t drop

You can break the clock but the time won’t tell
if you made it in time

In heaven or hell

The Chains of a Change
a song for “Barbara”

You always looked so chastely down / You were so humble, kept your eyes on the ground
You never had thoughts of your own /All you could see was what was allowed

Till you were locked all inside / Into a tower, where you were bound / In rusty chains / for days and days
And you looked so chastely down / From the window, high above the ground / You lift your eyes up to the skies / for the very first time in your life

You let yourself / Fly far and wide / You let yourself / Free of mind / You saw yourself / The very first time / And you were free / From the chains of your life 
And you could see it so clearly now / What you were not allowed to see

You had the right / To be Yourself / And think yourself / To be free

THE EXECUTION OF MUSIC – SONGS, POEMS AND THE SOUND INSTALLATION “MARTYROTERAPIA”

Above: Dmitri Zudov, “St. Dorothy”, oil on canvas, 210 x 110 cm, 2008
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This pdf presentation was updated on the 28th of October 2008.
Please check for a newer version at www.martyroterapia.com

Dmitri Zudov, “St. Catherine”, oil on canvas, 210 x 110 cm, 2008

All the photos and the paintings by Dmitri Zudov. 
Lay-out and design by poesiloe of The Execution of Music.
All the texts unless otherwise noted by poesiloe of The Execution of Music.


